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About This Game

A platform game so difficult and at the same time, so addictive that you will enjoy having to repeat a levels dozens of times
until complete them, enjoy this platform game with your friends and challenge them.

Features:

You will receive up to 5 new levels each week.

Hours of fun and anger, all at once in a "good" way.

Great for playing with your friends and laughing with them or... of them.
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This is pretty good , will be MUCH better when we get wireless because there is a lot of turning and moving out of the
way\/dodging ... cable an issue if you want to play agressive in this one , enemies come at you from everywhere so beware and
dont take out the humans!!! aiming seems good but maybe a few more weapons...... It is not worth the $10 USA. There is
supposed to be some "special menu" where I would get different weapons - not in this version. Just... I was not "feeling" it with
this. Hopefully I will get better results with the next one. I did appreciate the computer guys I could easily send around the
corner and die for me so I didn't have to. That was great.. An excellent quest-driven DLC with a very memorable finale.
Definitely a necessity if you own Fallout 3.. So its an okay game over.

Cons: Bugs that can break a game. Message spam about a backspace map ruin any battle too. Having to fight while being
spammed with a message that fills up the screen kills the game.. A pretty solid immersive sim ruined by extensive technical
issues.

I played this on release and I somehow managed to dodge the myriad technical issues that many people encountered. Coming
back to it now, I'm getting them in spades. The game crashes every time I get near a story-critical mission, so RIP Mankind
Divided.. its not very good and the combat hits never register,it has been out for over a year and it seams nothing has changed.
This game will indirectly make you contemplate what you're doing with your life.

You will go into it not knowing what it is, you'll go out of it questioning why you done what you just did, theres seemingly no
point, SO WHY.

(Gameplay: wrap a rope around a variety of objects 'til the precentage meter on the left is 100%)

This 'game' is more of a pass time activity than a game in my opinion.
I recommending putting on zen music and doing your laundry instead.. To make is simple and short this is a cool and simple
game to play, drive with your mouse click.
Game itself is very simplistic, yet it offers a fun gametime. What more to expect from a $1 title?
This is a budget unity driven game and its a good deal if you are boring and want to play something relaxing and cool.
Let me just say, I am more then satisfied with this title considering the price, I couldnt ask for more, maybe trading cards in not
so distance future.
Sure, I recommend it, its fun, its cool, its easy and its cheap.. Sadly I was not one of the lucky 20,000 who got this DLC for free,
I paid for it. Should you pay for it? I can't really tell you.

What do you get? Well Michelin tyres of course, quite a good selection front and back, and nicely customisable (you can change
the colour of the text on the tyre.... I made mine look like it was moulded lettering). You also get some decorations:
*A couple of Michelin paint jobs for you truck (in case you REALLY love Michelin)
*A Michelin coffee cup and baseball cap to put on your dashboard
*a Michelin air freshener to hang in your cab
*Michelin man soft toys - put them on your dash or on your bullbars.

So that's it, it's mostly cosmetic, but as they say it's a 'fan pack'. I will just add that the tyres are worth it; there's a set of tyres
rated A for fuel efficiency and B for rain handling - better specs than any tyres I had the DLC!

To be honest for me this was a no brainer. I may not be a Michelin 'fan boy' but I do have brand loyalty to them - I choose their
tyres for my real car, their maps for the back of my car, and one day I'd like to be able to afford to eat in a restaurant they've
given a star to. For me this was about supporting the developer and getting a brand I like on my truck. For you... I can't say;
objectively $3 is quite a bit for a few models given what you get in an expansion pack, but this is good quality and worth it if
you want it in my opinion.

At the end of the day we're playing a truck sim and whether you were at the start or not, this game makes you something of a
truck enthusiast, so get it now or wait until the sale... we both know you'll be getting it anyway...
. Wanting a bit more of a universe as catchy, beautiful and exciting as To The Moon's is natural, its story is so well written that it
is impossible not to dive headlong and get glazed in history. Making a minisode of the doctors was an excellent choice to better
understand the company's functioning, the relationships of the characters and what that universe is like outside of the house and
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mind of Johnny Wyles, a more open and comprehensive story that has characteristics of the main game.
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I want to stress this is very early access, not much of a game yet.

However, you can see where they are going with it. The feel is relaxing, the graphics are on par with most vr games, and I'm
hoping for the making of a new vr genres here.
I'm imagining a stardew vally like game for vr, and while that may not be what the devs have in mind, I believe backing
concepts like this is important for such games to develop.
There are already enough fps, I want to find out how many straberries I can grow =)

. Fun Christmas game, probably the best of all 3 games released so far. The game can get buggy if you try playing widescreen
(3440x1440) as it's made originally for much smaller screens. However the bugs and glitches go away if you play in small screen
mode. Not as appealing graphically but it gets around the problems.

Still a fun, festive time waster to pass those cold snow days.. its exactly like dead rising 2
same lines
same cutscenes
same story
you just play as frank west
and one new area. Pretty good Touhou fighting game. Alright compared to the previous Touhou spinoff fighters. Controls work
well, though they may require some getting used to. Characters are balanced. Story/Arcade is decent. 8/10

Note that my hours are inaccurate, as I had mostly played on the unofficial english patch version, which does not require Steam
to be online.. The visuals are nice, and the use of piano to emphasize player actions enhances the already soothing sound in a
subtle but powerful way. With intuitive level design, a steady introduction of new mechanics, and a strong gameplay emphasis
on "show, don't tell", SiNKR is a charming puzzle game that's well worth the low price.

(I first played this at SIEGE, by the way.). bast gam aver. Wtf? I expected a fun game. You only have one button to punch and it
is the exact same movement everytime. Such a lame game. I thought its something like "paint the town red". 0 Fun! DONT
BUY. Nice music!. Hardly to play. Io feels and plays quite different. The looks are amazing as well.
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